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Science & Religion

Superintelligence Through Artificial Computational “Brains”
By Jeffrey M. Bradshaw · June 20, 2016

To sign up for Meridian’s Free Newsletter, please CLICK HERE.

Editor’s Note: The following is Part 3 in a series that expands upon a presentation given at the Second Interpreter Science and Mormonism Symposium: Body, Brain, Mind, and
Spirit at Utah Valley University in Orem, Utah, 12 March 2016. A book based on the first symposium, held in 2013, has recently been published as Bailey, David H., Jeffrey M.
Bradshaw, John H. Lewis, Gregory L. Smith, and Michael L. Stark. Science and Mormonism: Cosmos, Earth, and Man. Orem and Salt Lake City, UT: The Interpreter
Foundation and Eborn Books, 2016. For more information, including free videos of these events, see http://www.mormoninterpreter.com.

Now I’d like to say a few words about one of the most incredible example today of the incurable optimism of researchers, namely the building of what has been termed
“superintelligence.”[i]
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Tremendous progress in our imaginings about superintelligence has taken place in my lifetime. When I was a child, it was too far-fetched to think that anyone could actually
build a superintelligence, so the best that science fiction could offer us was to help us imagine a real human brain, kept alive in a jar and tethered with wires, that was bent on
either controlling or destroying the world. Thanks to the broadening of our imaginations in the computer age, we have substituted the outmoded idea of a real brain in a jar with
two new and improved substitutes that have become the subject of countless blockbuster films: 1) the omniscient supercomputer, a completely artificial brain (discussed in this
article, Part 3);[ii] and 2) the omniscient mind, a natural human brain that has been uploaded to a network of supercomputers (discussed in the next article in the series, Part 4).
Both of these new options for superintelligence — and a few others besides — are being hotly pursued by researchers.

Figure 2 
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[iii]

As to the omniscient supercomputer, the current front-runner is IBM Watson, which shares conceptual genes with Arthur C. Clarke’s HAL 9000 from 2001: A Space Odyssey.
Although transposing the letters H-A-L one letter forward produces I-B-M, any deliberate connection was adamantly denied by Clarke, though later embraced by IBM.[iv]
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Figure 3 [v]

From a research perspective, Watson also shares conceptual genes with Doug Lenat’s Cyc (as in encyclopedia), an ambitious multi-decade project to build a general purpose AI
that has failed to yield the fruits its originators have always dreamed of.[vi] However, unlike the current version of Cyc, for which bits of knowledge usually have been crafted
by hand, Watson has the advantage of being able to ingest large swaths of the Internet and build a knowledge base largely on its own.[vii]
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Figure 4
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[viii]

To the disappointment of IBM, Watson has not taken off with the speed and glory that they initially hoped since its public debut on Jeopardy! in 2011. Indeed, Jeopardy! has
been the only application for Watson that has made much of a splash with the public. IBM’s website currently lists only few dozen small company application partners, and a
February 2016 article touts with unabashed optimism “future potential” much more than it parades details of its current successes over the last five years.[ix] As a super-smart
search engine, a capability for complex classification or diagnosis problems, or a natural-language-based analytic assistant, it has great potential. As a superintelligence that
matches the ambitions of HAL, I predict it will continue to fall short for the foreseeable future. The top researchers at IBM must already know this; though the sales and
marketing folks still seem to be in denial.

Among the challenges for any machine aspiring to HAL 9000 capabilities — in addition to whatever competence it may have been designed to demonstrate in its particular area
of expertise — is commonsense reasoning (e.g., “Who is taller, Prince William or his baby son Prince George? Can you make a salad out of a polyester shirt? If you stick a pin
into a carrot, does it make a hole in the carrot or in the pin?”). Commonsense reasoning is a remarkable but unheralded capability that people rely on in nearly every situation but
that has been recognized by AI researchers as “one critical area where progress has been extremely slow.”[x]

Another underappreciated garden-variety human capability is to be able to sense and understand changes in the world or in a given situation that require adapting or abandoning
the current course of action in order to respond to something more important or urgent (e.g., the problem the machine is currently working on has just been resolved by another
means (or has not become irrelevant or unachievable for some reason), an earthquake has occurred, a fight has broken out, or an elephant has entered the room). Today’s
machines are not typically made to continually sense and understand the wide range of global and local phenomena to which people attend, let alone to make the kinds of
appropriate adaptations to context that come almost naturally to humans. Moreover, since today’s machines are not “aware” of the fact that the world itself is distinct from their
limited and contextually impoverished model of the world — their particular “map” of the features of the world that are relevant to what they are designed to do —they must
rely on humans to keep them and their models in tune with the changing dynamics of the real world in which they operate.[xi]

Pragmatics — a word that researchers usually associate with the study of language but which is just as important for studying every other kind of action — is another
challenging problem for any machine that needs to be understood by people or other machines.[xii] The theoretical study of natural languages is usually divided into three areas:
syntax, semantics, and pragmatics. Syntax is the study of the words of a given language and the rules that dictate how these words combine to form legal expressions (i.e., its
grammar). Within “speech act theory” — often used as the basis for communication among intelligent machines — semantics and pragmatics combine to account for what the
expressions of the language mean. For example, a sentence like “It is cold in this room” has both a syntactic analysis and a literal, semantic meaning which is constant across all
of its possible uses: namely, that the temperature in the room is cold relative to the speaker.

However, pragmatics deals with the fact that the speech act that a speaker intends to perform by using this sentence depends on the context of its utterance. The sentence could
be used to state a fact, request that the listener close a window, warn the listener not to enter the room, ironically state just the opposite of what the statement means (e.g., saying
that the room is cold for humorous effect when the room is actually very hot), or for some other reason. In fact, natural language utterances are often used for several purposes at
once — including strengthening or weakening whatever social relationships hold among those involved in the conversation (e.g., deliberately saying something in a way that
will be understood one way by some of the listeners and a different way by others).

Obviously, it is much easier to design machines that are good at simply understanding the literal meaning of speech and actions than to endow them with the more human-like
ability to understand the myriad implications of making a statement or performing an action in a specific situation at a given time in the presence of particular individuals. The
following story illustrates both the power of that the proper exercise of knowledge about pragmatics can have in achieving desired results and the current limitations that
machines have in that very respect. 
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Figure 5 [xiii]

Besides Watson, you may also remember another famous game-playing computer from IBM from two decades ago named Deep Blue.[xiv] In 1996, Garry Kasparov beat Deep
Blue, winning three matches and drawing two:[xv]
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Figure 6[xvi]

The next year, he played against a new and improved Deep Blue and lost the match. Once again, the psychological toll of facing off against an inscrutable opponent
played a key role. Although he easily won the first game, Deep Blue dominated the second. Kasparov … was visibly perturbed — sighing and rubbing his face —
before he abruptly stood and walked away, forfeiting the match.

He later said he was again riled by a move the computer made that was so surprising, so un-machine-like, that he was sure the IBM team had cheated. What it may
have been, in fact, was a glitch in Deep Blue’s programming: [In 2014, one the designers of Deep Blue revealed what he believed happened:] Faced with too many
options and no clear preference, the computer chose a move at random. … [T]he move that threw Kasparov off his game and changed the momentum of the match
was not a feature, but a bug.[xvii]

What lessons could be drawn from this story? The first and most obvious lesson is that it is very difficult to anticipate and understand the size of the impact that a seemingly
innocuous design rule (i.e., “choose a random move when there are too many options and no clear preference among them”) may have in a specific, unforeseen situation. The
second lesson is that if Deep Blue had been intelligent enough to understand the pragmatic effect of an inscrutable, random move on its opponent (something that a human
expert might plausibly have anticipated), its move could have been heralded as a brilliant feature rather than derided as a bug.
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Figure 7 [xviii]
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Fast-forward to 2016. Google, a company that runs off of 2 billion lines of code “in a single code repository available to all 25,000 Google engineers,”[xix] now dominates
large-scale computing. “By comparison, Microsoft’s Windows operating system — one of the most complex software tools ever built for a single computer, a project under
development since the 1980s — is likely in the realm of 50 million lines”[xx] — only 2 ½ per cent of the size of Google’s shared code base.
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Figure 8[xxi]

By its formidable computing prowess, Google has well earned the right to challenge the human champions of Go, reputed to be the most complex game ever invented. Go is
exponentially complex, with each move in the game presenting another 250 possible moves.[xxii] For this reason, mere “doublings in computing power and Monte Carlo
approaches have been … inadequate.”[xxiii] In January 2016, when Google’s AlphaGo program beat the European Go champion 5-0, one of my research colleagues quipped:
“My reaction when this happened was the same as Ken Jennings when beaten by Watson at Jeopardy! — ‘I for one welcome our new computer overlords.’ But first I want to see
them win the pie-eating contest. ;)”[xxiv] Two months later, AlphaGo beat Lee Sedol, a world-renowned South Korean master of Go.[xxv]
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Figure 9[xxvi]

What makes all this important is not merely that AlphaGo was able to play successfully against formidable human opponents, but rather the degree to which it represented a
significant shift in emphasis in how the game was played by the machine. My son Robert, who works for Google and knows a lot more than I do about AlphaGo’s approach,
outlined two reasons why an alternative was needed to typical game-playing strategies that rely largely on high-powered look-ahead searches through the space of possible
future moves to see what current move would be most likely to lead to a later advantage. First, because the search space of possible moves in Go is so large, simply outpacing
the human through extensive search is no longer feasible — there is no practical alternative at the current time but to use machine learning to a much greater degree. Second,
because there are relatively few expert-level games available for the machine to learn from, machine-learning strategies needed to be pushed further than ever before in order to
yield more results with less training data. The aspiration of the researchers is for the machine to develop something “akin to an intuition about what good positions and moves
are.” Although this is not the first time that people have tried to attack the problem of playing Go using machine learning, it is the first time they’ve figured out how to do it
effectively — and the value of the novel techniques that have come out of this research do not seem to be confined to playing Go. Writes Robert:[xxvii]

I personally find this most exciting because a lot of improvements in [machine learning] seem to have been due to being able to train on orders of magnitude more
data (which, of course, is non-trivial theoretical and engineering challenge), but once you’ve trained on (say) all digitized bilingual text in the world there’s not
much further to go from there. These techniques are starting to explore the path of more effectively extracting “intelligence” out of (relatively) smaller corpora of
data. It’s also techniques like this that will allow it to produce results *better* than the data it trained on, which is a more fascinating proposition.
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Figure 10 [xxviii]

Despite such exciting advances, an panel sponsored by the United States White House Office of Science and Technology Policy concluded in May 2016 that “A. I. research is
still far from matching the flexibility and learning capability of the human mind. … ‘The A. I. community keeps climbing one mountain after another, and as it gets to the top of
each mountain, it sees ahead still more mountains,’” [xxix] summarized one of the scientists. Another researcher observed that “attention-getting feats like Google’s AlphaGo
program … had plenty of humans behind the machine doing the work” — at least for the foreseeable future.[xxx]

(To be continued in Part 4)
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